
CLIENT CASE STUDY: KOHANA COFFEE





GOAL ONE:  
CREATE THE BRAND IDENTITY 

 AND SOCIAL VOICE

BRAND IDENTITY:  

We felt it wasn’t enough to post videos of delicious cold brew coffee 
poured over ice and milk.  
#coldbrewcoffee has almost half a million posts alone.  

Kohana Coffee had an impactful story and mission: 
#WomanOwned, #WomanSourced, #WomanRun. The Future is 
female and with Kohana, that means disrupting a male saturated 
business by giving female farmers a chance to thrive.  

Captions and posts focused on encouraging followers to support a 
woman owned and operated business as well as inspire people to 
be kinder to planet earth, support environmentally friendly brands 
and fueling your day with local arts and culture.  
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SAMPLES OF THE SOCIAL VOICE



GOAL TWO: GENERATE TRAFFIC TO THE COLD 
BREW CONCENTRATE PRODUCTS  

Cold Brew Concentrate bottles did not sell as fast as the ready to drink 
cans. So Social Exposure was tasked with a mission: Make bottles 
move.  

We built several coffee loving audiences from scratch and launched a 
series of FB, IG and IG story video and photo ads that always drove 
traffic to the Cold Brew Concentrate shopping page.  

Gorgeous video ads proved to be the winner for Kohana Coffee, 
improving traffic and sales by 300% with social always being the very 
top referring tool for all website traffic and sales.  

AD GOAL: Traffic to cold brew concentrate page  
AD TYPE: IG story video  
REACH: 56,592 
IMPRESSIONS: 57,159 
CLICKS: 458 
COST PER CLICK: $0.55 
AD DURATION: 7 days 



AD GOAL: Traffic to cold brew concentrate page 
AD TYPE: FB photo and video carousel  
REACH: 23,606 
IMPRESSIONS: 25,030 
CLICKS: 285 
COST PER CLICK: $0.53 
AD DURATION: 7 days 
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GOAL THREE: GENERATE EMAIL SIGN UPS / 
GROW THE EMAIL DATABASE  

For Kohana Coffee, email newsletters educating coffee lovers on 
various cold brew tips and tricks was imperative in order to keep 
customers engaged and buying.  

Social Exposure created a series of contests, enforcing email sign ups 
as a part of the contest entry rules and therefor generating quality 
email leads to later target in newsletter and paid ad campaigns.  



AD GOAL: Email Conversions 
AD TYPE: FB + IG social contest  
REACH: 8,496 
IMPRESSIONS:  10,046 
EMAIL CONVERSIONS: 435 
COST PER CONVERSION: 6 days  





GOAL FIVE: CREATE A SOCIAL BUZZ WITH 
INFLUENCER MARKETING  

In order to make a splash in a crowded market, we needed the help of 
established health and wellness influencers.  

Influencers were more than eager to snap and post about Kohana 
Coffee since the brand boasted such a positive mission: 
#WomanOwned and #WomanSourced.  

Social Exposure focused on working with micro influencers who were 
willing to produce IG feed and IG story content in exchange for a 
healthy amount of free product.  





CONTACT:  
Sally Golan  

Founder / Mad Woman  
+1 646 525 9791  

sally@socialexposure.media 
www.socialexposure.media

mailto:sally@socialexposure.media?subject=
http://www.socialexposure.media

